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Story in their circles went that no one drove past 
those hills in their right minds. The car shell was all 
that showed of the last time someone tried to prove 
them fools: blood rust caked into old white paint, 
a funny sort of algae; needle grassweed reaching 

through the holes like arms through a sweater; tires 
missing, though one still held on, attached by a corroded 
nut, rubber part gashed by sharp claws; side mirrors and 
other beautification pieces gone, robbed in the night; gaping 
gut where engine once stood now disembowled and left to 
nest stray night creatures. 

How it came to be that lions took over those plainy 
hills no one knew, just that one day one rabid beast came 
stalking through, and the next seemed a pride appeared, 
yellow sinewy masses canvassing the ground, dusty 
scrawny malnourished things, no visible relation to their 
storied cousins, forcing the town’s inhabitants further and 
further afield, their abodes now nothing more than misery 
backyards for frequent violent deaths. Viewed from some 

angle one could mistake the giant cats for large hyenas, 
so little did they resemble their regal species. Fluidy eyes 
swung back and forth, plowing the landscape for their next 
meal, while milky saliva masses dripped unfettered from 
perpetually hungry mouths well hidden by dry needly 
grass. Waist high on a man, the brittle weeds formed a 
desert plains curtain tall and thick enough to hide the 
beasts, rendering them invisible to passersby until too late.   

Took no time before all knew to avoid the place, and 
soon most did not venture even remotely close, carried their 
business as far afield as they could, did not rise too early 
or linger too late, made sure doors were bolted, windows 
barred lest one of the lions wandered off their hills, found 
their way into their backyards. The few that had need to 
drove past at a scared curve, bending away from the hill 
where their neighboring predators roamed. 

One day was said someone spied a lone woman 
staggering towards the plains, some say lost, others say 
drunk or some other mental affliction affecting her faculties. 
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More than likely just some late night woman blinded by the 
light of day. By some saving grace seemed she turned away 
from the rising hill path, took instead a wide circumference 
way, giving the lair a wide berth. And none too soon: many 
heard it later whispered that the particular day had seen 
hunger turn the lions mad, would have eaten one of their 
own had it come to that. 

The driver of the now shelled car had not been so 
lucky. A speedy new Japanese coupe 
in its day, the ferrous cave and its 
overgrown innards now sat askew 
on a bouldery ledge, grisly proof for 
those who doubted the legend. Now 
and then, a night creature scuttled 
out from under the rusty hood, its 
eyes red in the dark in search of 
food. Or, as was more often the case, 
a vulture swooped down from the 
sky and in one lightening stroke 
picked up a nestled young so fast, the 
mother creature could do nothing 
else but look upward, dazed, its warm 
body drawing closer to shield the 
remaining brood. 

So it went, the motor car and its 
cocky driver had raced up the hill one scorching weekday 
afternoon, slicing through the grassy path like a tiny rocket 
ship. Its fresh metallic white coat caught the sun rays and 
threw them back up like a thumbed nose, sending beams 
of hot silver up and outward, blinding passersby. Music 
blared from the inside and, had anyone cared to look, what 
they would have seen was the driver’s race- car thin form. 
Free of safety belt restraint, he moved in the car’s bucket 
seats to the manic beat of his radio, eyes shielded from sun 
by dark sunglasses, thin, gold-ringed fingers tapping the 
wheel. It had been one of those heady Friday afternoons 
where a body could be forgiven for believing him or herself 
invincible, and the driver was no exception. Driving hard 
and fast, accelerating higher and higher into the uncharted 
unknown, the car stereo music lulling him miles away, his 
mind no doubt already saw deep into the weekend. Looking 
ahead to a place nowhere near the perilous terrain that 
threw up dust clouds around his spinning wheels, nor to the 
road that lay steadily narrowing, that driver saw and heard 
nothing. Meanwhile, his way rose plum into the crevice of 
danger hill, slopes and slants jutting forth on either side. 

Wasn’t until he plowed forth and the path turned 
sharply into a narrower dirt road, and his front left wheel 
shimmied right off from a volcanic-sized pot hole, that he 
noticed his sunlight blocked, a half a dozen yellow fire gazes 

piercing into his tint screens. Then the oil slick of his neck 
hair stood on end, froze the way down his spine.   

On the other side, seemed the same vehicle burst 
through the long bleached grass, an unexpected meteor 
bouncing a jolty gig down the rest of road, music blasting 
louder. At first glance seemed all was right, driver with the 
windows down, same smug look on his face and a lopsided 
grin, jauntily carried away in his foreign automobile. 

Only on closer inspection did the 
fresh red flash wet and gleaming on 
the white body paint, streaking down 
in dark streams, and could be seen 
that wasn’t a smug look at all but a face 
clear gashed open, hundreds of shards 
of broken glass piercing the sheets of 
torn red-slick skin like a weird sort of 
jewelry. Eyes and other facial features 
now just flesh caverns; red plateaued 
top of his head where heavy canine 
jaws had clean bit through; skull 
and upper cranium starkly visible, a 
halved grapefruit; and suddenly the 
smug look made sense. Was no smile 
at all, but a death grimace, the heart 
already stopped, body just waiting to 

catch up. 
Then the vehicle hit a rock and spun itself suddenly, the 

driver thrown forward bolt upright then slumped, letting 
loose the jug head of blood left to do nothing else but pour 
out and down. 

The beasts would come down for the rest of him soon 
enough, sure enough. The blood trail assured that fact, just 
as soon as they were through working on whatever part of 
their human meal it was that lay clenched in their hungry 
jaws.   

No mistaking it, those mountain lions had found 
themselves a home amongst the far- flung hill folk and 
it was up to the rest of them—the dwindling number of 
haphazard neighbors—to figure out what meant the most to 
them: to stay and hold on to the homes and lives they had 
known all these years, or to make a move for someplace 
else. Seemed one hell of a rock and a hard place to be, yet 
harder still, for some.
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